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CAUTI: the valuable concept of healthcare-
associated pathobiome

Dr Sara Romano-Bertrand, PharmD, PhD

Associate Professor

Microbiology, Infection Prevention and Control
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Pharmacy School of Montpellier

And what about getting rid of catheter-associated urinary 

tract infections?
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Human-associated microbiome and human body as a superorganism

50% 
bacteria

50% 
human cells
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Paradigm shift in infectiology and Pathobiome Concept

Robert Koch

Soil is “…a living 
environment, a 
collective entity 

that possessed the 
characteristic 
functions of a 

living organism”

Sergueï Winogradsky

Classical Infectiology
1 infection = 1 bacteria

Modern Infectiology
1 infection = result of 

community-level phenomenon 

(Lederberg & McCray 2001 ; Grice & Segre 2011 ; Human Microbiome Project Consortium 2012 ; Boutin et al. 2013 ; Stecher et al. 2013)  

 Particularly true for opportunistic infections
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Interactions occurring within bacterial community influence the pathogenesis, 
emergence, resistance, transmission, persistence… of certain members of this 
community.

In accordance with the ‘OneHealth’ initiative

Considering 

the pathogenic
agent

within its host and 
its environment

submitted to 
abiotic conditions

Vayssier-Taussat et al., Frontiers in Microbiology, 2014

Paradigm shift in infectiology and Pathobiome Concept
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Why considering the Pathobiome while talking about CAUTI ?

???
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Pathobiome & Hospital

Unusual 
conditions

Microbiome 
disruption 

& pathogen selection

Human Microbiome Illustration © Charis Tsevis. 

Patients

Healthcare workers
Hospital 

environment
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Healthcare-associated pathobiome: C. difficile infections

Gut microbiota hosting 
opportunistic pathogens 

(pathobiontes)

Microbiota disequilibrium and/or barrier effect disruption

Infection 
(HAIs)

dysbiosis and 
pathobiontes selection
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Healthcare-associated pathobiome: C. difficile infections

Schäffler et al. (2018)

HCF = Healthcare Facilities
PPI = Proton Pump Inhibitor
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Healthcare-associated pathobiome: in surgery
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Healthcare-associated pathobiome: in surgery

Alverdy et al. BJS. 2017

Figure: Host-microbiome dynamics in the gut during surgery

Limited surgical injury

Transient pathobiome

Resilience and microbiome 
restoration
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Healthcare-associated pathobiome: in surgery

Alverdy et al. BJS. 2017

Figure: Host-microbiome dynamics in the gut during surgery

Limited surgical injury

Severe surgical injury & prolonged pressuresTransient pathobiome

Resilience and microbiome 
restoration

Sustained pathobiome

Pathobiontes colonization 
and vulnerability to infection
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Why considering the Pathobiome while talking about CAUTI ?

So what?
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The end of the long-held ‘‘sterile urine’’ paradigm?

 the discovery of the Bladder microbiota

1st reason: urine is not sterile!
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“…the microorganisms inhabiting the urinary tract might have a 
role in maintaining urinary health »

Acting as a protective agent against pathogens

2nd reason: urinary microbiota in health & diseases
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2nd reason: urinary microbiota in health & diseases

Whiteside et al. (2015)
(1) Bacteria might produce neurotransmitters 

that interact with the nervous system. 

(2) Commensal bacteria might outcompete 
pathogens for common resources.

(3) Bacteria might have a role in the 
regulation and maintenance of epithelial 
junctions. 

(4) Commensals might produce antimicrobial 
compounds that kill pathogens. 

(1) Bacteria might prime epithelial defences, 
including immune defences. 

(2) Commensal bacteria might degrade 
harmful compounds.

(3) Bacteria might be necessary for proper 
development of the urinary tract, 
including the uroepithelium, immune 
system and peripheral nervous system 
within the bladder and surrounding 
tissues. 

(4) Commensals might create a barrier, 
blocking pathogen access to the 
uroepithelium.
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2nd reason: urinary microbiota in health & diseases

Urinary microbiota

Antimicrobial peptides (AMP)

Innate immune system regulation

UTI risk 
significantly correlated 

with specific urinary 
microbiota 

& AMP levels

AMP hydrophobicity and protease activity in urine  in case of UTI and correlated positively with 
both UTI risk and pelvic floor symptoms

interdependency between the urinary microbiota, AMP responses and symptoms 
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2nd reason: urinary microbiota in health & diseases

Urinary microbiota 
diversity correlated to 

risk of UTI

“Some members of 
the urinary microbiota 

could contribute to 
lower urinary tract 

infections, while 
others could

be protective”

POS= Positive Urine Culture
PostI-UTI= Post-Intervention UTI
NEG= Negative Urine Culture

Nienhouse et al. (2014)
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3rd reason: catheter disturbs the physiology of urinary tract

In physiologic conditions

Bacterial multiplication during bladder filling and 
urine stasis

but
mechanic elimination by flushing during the 

micturition
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In physiologic conditions

Bacterial multiplication during bladder filling 
and urine stasis

but
mechanic elimination by flushing during the 

micturition

3rd reason: catheter disturbs the physiology of urinary tract

Jacobsen et al. Clin Microbiol Rev (2008)

When the catheter is placed…

(1) catheter surfaces are coated with 
proteins

(2) microorganisms are introduced

(3) colonizing 

(4) proliferating

(5) forming a biofilm

(6) that maturate

 Catheter-colonization in few 
hours

 CAUTI
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4th reason: microbial network and risk factor of CAUTI

Wang et al. PNAS. 2017

Fig2: Risk network for MDRO colonization

existing bacterial colonization  risk of secondary 
acquisition

relationship between antibiotic exposure & MDRO* 
colonization

joint influence of microbial and antibiotic factors onto 
MDRO colonization

*Mutli-Drug Resistant Organisms
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4th reason: microbial network and risk factor of CAUTI

Wang et al. PNAS. 2017

Fig2: Risk network for MDRO colonization

existing bacterial colonization  risk of secondary 
acquisition

relationship between antibiotic exposure & MDRO* 
colonization

joint influence of microbial and antibiotic factors onto 
MDRO colonization

*Mutli-Drug Resistant Organisms

Fig3: Risk network for catheter-associated urinary tract infection (CAUTI) 
events

cocolonization associated with 
increased risk of CAUTI by specific 

bacteria
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4th reason: microbial network and risk factor of CAUTI

Wang et al. PNAS. 2017

Fig2: Risk network for MDRO colonization

existing bacterial colonization  risk of secondary 
acquisition

relationship between antibiotic exposure & MDRO* 
colonization

joint influence of microbial and antibiotic factors onto 
MDRO colonization

*Mutli-Drug Resistant Organisms

Fig3: Risk network for catheter-associated urinary tract infection (CAUTI) 
events

cocolonization associated with 
increased risk of CAUTI by specific 

bacteria

Resistome

Microbial and antibiotic interactions drive 
colonization and infection with MDRO

= PATHOBIOME
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Figure: Potential factors shaping the human resistome

Resistome = reservoir for antimicrobial resistance genes in the human microbial ecosystem

- open and dynamic entity
- shaped by several extrinsic and intrinsic factors 
- massive interactions

Willmann J Mol Med 2017 

Hospital promotes Pathobiome and Resistome
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Figure: Potential factors shaping the human resistome

Resistome = reservoir for antimicrobial resistance genes in the human microbial ecosystem

- open and dynamic entity
- shaped by several extrinsic and intrinsic factors 
- massive interactions

Willmann J Mol Med 2017 

Considering resistome and 
factors acting upon it as a 

whole 

emergence of MDRO 
and change 

commensal/mutualistic
bacteria to pathogens 

Ex: E. coli pathotypes
Carbapenem-producing Enterobacteria...

Hospital promotes Pathobiome and Resistome
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Preserving microbiota balance = preserving patients’ safety ?

Proofs of concept 
Clostridium difficile and faecal transplant 

resistome and MDRO 
post-surgical sepsis, CAUTI, ventilator-associated pneumonia…

Is the pathobiome concept valuable to prevent HAIs?
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Preserving microbiota balance = preserving patients’ safety ?

Is the pathobiome concept valuable to prevent HAIs?

WTF?

Proofs of concept 
Clostridium difficile and faecal transplant 

resistome and MDRO 
post-surgical sepsis, CAUTI, ventilator-associated pneumonia…
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Preserving microbiota balance = preserving patients’ safety ?

Is the pathobiome concept valuable to prevent HAIs?

“Why The Foley ?”

WTF?

“No answer to give?

 Get the Foley out!”

Proofs of concept 
Clostridium difficile and faecal transplant 

resistome and MDRO 
post-surgical sepsis, CAUTI, ventilator-associated pneumonia…
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Thank you for your attention!


